
Company reviews play a very important  
role in the decision-making process of an 
applicant for a company

Employees leave their  

company review on  

hotelcareer.com/ 

company-review

HOTELCAREER performs a  

manual quality check. All 

reviews meeting our quality 

standards will go online.

Only the reviews bringing  

an added value to others 

applicants will go online.  

Employers can see and  

comment on the reviews in 

their recruiter space.

Reviews are visible for all 

applicants on HOTELCAREER 

since september 2017. 

read company reviews during  
their job search

are influenced by the employer 
brand

decline a job offer if they cannot  
identify with an employer

favor good reviews over a  
better salary

Both applicants and companies benefit  
from authentic sharing of experience and 
constructive feedbacks

We help  
applicants  
to decide on  
the right job

We help  
companies  

to attract best 
 fitting talents

Become the best international 5-  employer
Company reviews on HOTELCAREER

How company  
reviews work
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3 910
Reviews

62.9%

17.4%

6.2%

3.7%
9.8%
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2017
3.1

2.6

2.9

4.2

(Source: YOURCAREERGROUP GmbH, 2018)

Average reviews based on the  
last working year in a company

Effective and  
authentic feedback

Strengthening of  
employer brand

More relevant  
applications

Better employee  
cultural fit

Distribution according to number of stars

Discover yourself from your employee’s perspective: company 

culture, work-life balance, location, career development oppor-

tunities…Use your employee’s feedback as a recruiting tool to 

attract new talents that share your values and achieve corporate 

Employees rate their current employer with 4.2 stars, 

employees who left the company in 2016 rate on  

average with 2.6

Your run for the 5-  starts now!  

Our employee’s voice counts

Use your employees as brand ambassador
Your current staff tends to leave the best reviews.   
Get your 5-  reviews today!  

transparency for your employer brand. Applicants will receive 

exclusive and valuable information which supports their job 

search and simplifies the decision-making process.

2015  
and earlier

Current  
employer 


